In hot gauge theories, perturbation theory at the scale of the Debye screening mass requires the resummation of the so-called hard thermal loops, which corresponds to using an effective action obtained by integrating out the modes with momentum of order of the temperature. As is well-known, quantities which are sensitive to the nonperturbative magnetic screening mass still remain incalculable in this resummed perturbation theory. A different breakdown of the latter occurs whenever external momenta are light-like, because the hard thermal loops themselves develop collinear singularities. However, taking into account asymptotic thermal masses for the hard modes regulates the hard thermal loops without spoiling their gauge invariance.
Introduction
At the scale of the order of the Debye and plasmon masses, hot gauge theories 1 are no longer adequately described by ordinary thermal perturbation theory. A consistent perturbative approach requires (at least) the resummation of the socalled hard thermal loops (HTL) 2 . The latter can be summarized by compact gauge-invariant effective actions which have been found by Taylor and Wong, and by Braaten and Pisarski 3, 4, 5, 6 , to wit
where m and M f are the long-wavelength plasma masses of the gauge bosons and the fermions, resp., and Y = (1, e) is a normalized light-like vector whose spatial direction is averaged over in . . . . This approach has been applied successfully to a number of problems 1 , and even when the quantities under consideration are sensitive to the magnetic mass scale, it is usually possible to extract a leading logarithmic correction. A quite different shortcoming of the by now standard HTL resummation has been encountered recently in the attempt to calculate the production rate of soft real photons from a quark-gluon-plasma 7 . This requires to use hard thermal loops with external momenta on the light-cone, for which collinear singularities appear.
In a somewhat different context, similar difficulties can be observed already in the simple case of hot scalar electrodynamics 8 .
Longitudinal plasmons in scalar electrodynamics
In hot scalar electrodynamics, the matter part of the HTL effective action (1) is replaced by a simple mass term,
which makes it possible to calculate analytically the complete next-to-leading order corrections to the dispersion law of the photonic plasma excitations. It turns out that for both, the transverse and the longitudinal branches, the frequencies ω t,ℓ (q) associated with a given wave-vector q are diminished by corrections ∼ e. However, in the case of the longitudinal plasmons, the dispersion curve approaches the lightcone exponentially at leading order, and the negative correction appears to make this curve pierce through the light-cone. While there is nothing wrong with that (the group velocity remains smaller than the speed of light), it certainly constitutes a qualitative change in the dispersion laws which a merely perturbative treatment never can decide. Indeed, by inspecting the behaviour of Π 00 (Q) as Q 2 → 0, one finds that the correction term goes like
whereas the HTL piece is only logarithmically singular. So for Q 2 /q 2 ≪ e 2 , δΠ 00 ≫ Π HTL 00 , and perturbation theory clearly cannot be trusted any longer.
The difficulty is in fact rooted already in the singular behaviour of the HTL part of Π 00 . Universally (i.e. up to different normalizations in different theories), it reads
In this form, the logarithmic singularity for light-like momenta is seen to come from a collinear singularity appearing when the hard momentum p becomes parallel to the soft q. Any mass for the hard modes would cut off this singularity.
In fact, the scalar particles in the plasma always have a thermal mass associated with them, for the latter is a constant, independent of momentum, cf. (2) . Including this thermal mass of the scalars already at the HTL level indeed removes the behaviour (3), and modifies the leading order piece such that it is finite up to and including the light-cone. This gives a finite value of | q|, where the longitudinal plasmon dispersion curve hits the light-cone,
where ln(4/e) comes from ln(2T /m sc. ).
There is still a logarithmic branch cut for |Q 0 | < q and a large imaginary part for space-like momenta, which overdamps any excitations far from the light-cone. However, since the singularity at the light-cone has gone, this imaginary part sets in smoothly 8 , so that there is a small but finite range just across the light-cone in the space-like region with weakly damped plasmons. 
Improved hard thermal loops for QED and QCD
In spinor QED and QCD, the dispersion laws are much more complicated than the one of hot scalars with the simple mass term (2) . There are branches corresponding to collective modes that have no analogue in the vacuum theory-the longitudinal plasmons and the fermionic plasminos. These have effective thermal masses which approach zero as the momentum increases, but at the same time the residues of the corresponding poles in the propagator go to zero as well, and they do so exponentially fast 11 . On the other hand, the branches connecting to the ordinary degrees of freedom retain nonvanishing thermal masses, which approach a constant value and read m
for gauge bosons and fermions, respectively. These asymptotic thermal masses are generated by the self-interactions of the hard modes among themselves. In the effective (HTL) action obtained by integrating out the hard modes, these asymptotic masses are negligible everywhere except close to the light-cone. There they enter as a cutoff to the collinear singularities of the conventional hard thermal loops.
While there was obviously no problem with gauge invariance with the constant mass term in hot scalar electrodynamics, one might expect problems with gauge invariance through the inclusion of an asymptotic thermal mass for photons and gluons. However, it turns out that the improved HTL effective action which is regular at the light-cone is still gauge invariant 12 . In fact, the compact expressions of (1) can be taken over with such modifications that manifest gauge invariance is retained. In the gluonic part these modifications merely amount to redefining the light-like vector Y into a time-like one and extending the averaging prescription to a certain integral over Y 0 . In the fermionic part, there is instead a slight change in the functional form, but which does not spoil manifest gauge invariance either.
The gauge invariance of the improved effective action is certainly encouraging for setting up a likewise improved resummed perturbation theory. However, the question whether it is already sufficient for having a well-behaved perturbation series in the vicinity of the light-cone is still open.
Another candidate for the removal of the collinear singularities would be the inclusion of damping of the hard modes. In the process of integrating out the hard modes, this should be negligible compared to the effect of thermal masses because the damping produced by hard self-interactions is γ ∼ g 4 T . However, through the interactions with soft modes, there is an anomalously large damping γ for the hard modes of the order g 2 T ln(1/g). 13, 14 Although formally still of higher order, such a damping would be even more effective in cutting off the collinear singularities than the asymptotic mass, since (roughly)
(With γ ∼ g 4 T the asymptotic thermal mass term would have won.) However, in contrast to a resummation of asymptotic thermal masses, it is generally not sufficient to modify only the propagators, when damping is to be taken into account. Including damping only into the propagators violates the Ward identities. In Abelian theories the latter imply Π µν Q ν ≡ 0, but one finds e.g.
Correcting also the vertices by sort of a ladder resummation restores gauge invariance, but it turns out that γ gets eliminated not only from Π µν Q ν , but from all the components of Π µν ! 13, 8 If this holds true more generally, then one may expect that the resummation of the asymptotic thermal masses is indeed the relevant mechanism to screen the collinear singularities.
On the other hand, there is recent work on the soft-real-photon production rate 15 which seems to indicate that certain formally higher-order contributions dominate over lower-order when regularizing the light-cone singularities by resumming the asymptotic thermal masses. By the same token, we have found similar difficulties in the imaginary part of the plasmon polarization tensor at one-loop-resummed order. We expect that a careful study of the light-cone properties of the resummed plasmon polarization tensor will elucidate the question of how one has to improve thermal perturbation theory when light-like external momenta are involved 16 .
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